Abstract-Primary immunodeficiency diseases (PIDs) are complex and intrinsic genetic disorders that leads to immune dysfunction. We have developed "Resource of Asian Primary Immunodeficiency Diseases", an open access database on PIDs. In the current study, we propose a heuristic approach of PID gene mutation data analysis based on the functional domain interactions. Through this approach, a list of functionally significant domains that disrupts PID genes' protein-protein interactions(PPI) associated with disease mutation have been identified. Moreover, the domains to be associated with immune diseases and function based on observed PID gene mutations have also been prioritized for further molecular characterization of disease pathogenesis.
INTRODUCTION
Primary immunodeficiency diseases (PIDs) are genetic disorders resulting in abnormalities in the development and maintenance of immune system. Patients with these intrinsic defects have common and overlapping manifestations which pose daunting task to clinicians in providing definitive diagnosis based on determined sequence variations with observed phenotype. Towards this end, we have launched an open access PID database designated "Resource of Asian Primary Immunodeficiency Diseases (RAPID)" [1] , a webbased compendium of molecular alterations and gene expression at the mRNA and protein levels of all PID genes reported from PID patients in the public literature. The database also includes other pertinent information about protein-protein interactions, mouse studies and microarray gene expression profiles in various organs and cells of the immune system. Along with this, RAPID also contains DNA sequencing protocols for selected PID genes. RAPID can be accessed at http://rapid.rcai.riken.jp.
At present, RAPID comprises a total of 207 PID genes out of which 196 genes are reported with over 4600 unique disease-causing mutation data obtained from more than 1500 citations.
Several studies indicate the importance of interacting domains and its disease association [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Also, there are proven results that explains well about the mutation(s) in Manuscript received May 20, 2011 domain-domain interaction sites disrupt the protein binding and its subsequent function [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . It is apparent that protein sequence-specific functional domains play an important role in various key biological events including protein-protein interactions, post-translational modifications (PTMs) and so on. The diverse combination of domains gives the range of protein functions. The identification and understanding of protein domain henceforth provides an insight to its function. We understand that any mutations occurring in such functional domains would cause varying effects in the subsequent biological events. Moreover, intra-molecular and inter-molecular interactions of proteins take place through binding to the specific sites defined in 3-D domains. These types of interactions are frequently occurring in any signal transduction network [13, 14] . Also, the availability of disease-specific mutation data at the sequence level should aid in characterizing these domains. With this collective knowledge, we propose a heuristic integrated in silico approach to analyze PID gene-specific mutations observed in the spanning region of the functional domains. With the successful implementation of prescribed methods, we intend to identify and prioritize the domains involved in immune function based on PID gene mutation data. This kind of systematic study on the reported mutations occurring in PID gene interacting domains will shed light on the domain function and genotype-phenotype correlation of PIDs thereby further enhance our current knowledge of PID pathogenesis.
II. METHODS

Data sources
A. Identification and Characterization Of PID Gene Interacting Domains
The complex descriptive biological data mining is more suitable using BioMarts' MartView system [15] . The Pfam database [16] is having one of the largest known collection of protein family domains. In order to obtain defined domain spanning region for PID genes and its interacting partners along with the defined gene ontology (GO) terms, we have used MartView with Pfam as latter being selected as a primary source signature database. Apart from this, MartView also hosted other necessary information about protein annotation and sequence features classification from InterPro [17] with its respective UniprotKB accession IDs as input data.
B. Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI)
For our analysis, the list of binary interaction data directly observed through experimental studies as reported in HitPredict [19] have been generated. HitPredict is a comprehensive resource of high confidence protein-protein interactions. To generate human interaction data sets, we have sorted and consolidated a list of non-redundant interaction pairs of known PID genes along with the binary interaction data as available in HPRD recent release [20] .
C. Domain-Domain Interaction (DDI)
Domain Interaction Map (DIMA) is a comprehensive resource of functional and physical interactions among conserved protein domains [21] . In general, the domaindomain interactions and structurally known interactions have also been integrated from iPfam [22] and 3DID [23] databases in DIMA. We used this resource for mapping all available domain-domain interaction pairs representing PID genes and its interactors. Also, we obtained available DDI data for Homo sapiens with the default parameters as given in DIMA tool. In order to maintain reliable and accuracy of selected data sets, we have considered only experimentally proven DDI data for the final domain interaction analysis.
III. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
There are several factors involved in causing a disease phenotype by a particular mutation such as loss of protein stability and, functional protein interactions thereby, damaging essential inter and intra molecular interactions. To overcome huge computational task of analyzing ever increasing number of genes and its mutations found across full length sequence, we have implemented our approach using available open web resources for the analysis of protein interactions and domain-domain interactions.
For this analysis, we have obtained PID gene-specific mutation data from RAPID as on December 2010. To understand and dissect-out disease causing mutations observed in the defined functional domain spanning region of PID gene that disrupt the intensity of interaction, we mapped the PID gene mutations and its interacting domains. The workflow of our approach is depicted in Fig. 1 This is followed by generation of DDI data for the interaction pairs by mapping HitPredict and DIMA. In this step, if both the Pfam IDs of interacting domains in DIMA matches with both PID gene and its interactors' Pfam IDs respectively, then those interaction pairs were confirmed as true interacting partners. In other words, the interaction pairs were excluded if either interacting partner or its respective domains were not matched with each other. This stringent criterion has been implemented throughout the analysis in order to control and eliminate ambiguous entries thereby presenting only the best possible results. Among PID gene interaction pairs, we could identify only 341 pairs having the associated DDI evidences as reported from DIMA. Subsequently, we scanned the RAPID mutation data which are mapped to the protein-coding regions and obtained 105 PID genes. The mutation frequency has been calculated using the following formula:
Moreover, we also observed that varied frequency of mutations has been occurred in the interacting domains of individual PID genes. But, we considered only the genes having the mutation frequency of 80% and above to prioritize its respective domains. Using this approach, we could filter 39 PID genes having frequency of 80% and above for the observed mutation in its interacting domains as well as a total of 33 prioritized functional domains associated with it. The overall statistics of interacting domain analysis and the list of prioritized domains are shown in Tables I and II respectively. The compiled results are given in a supplementary file and it can be accessed at http://rapid.rcai.riken.jp/RAPID/mut/domain_results.xls. 
IV. DISCUSSION
Protein-protein interactions occurs through three levels of contacts viz., domain binding to other domain, domain binding to short protein motif, or motif binding to another motif [24, 25] . It is quite obvious that experimental studies on the identification and characterization of functional domains involved in the disease-causing mutations are not easily doable because of laborious, time-consuming and expensive procedures. On the other hand, selection and implementation of integrated in silico approach for such studies employing various bioinformatics tools face its own challenges and limitations.
To bridge this gap, in the present work, we considered PID genes and its interactors binding through its respective domains wherever the experimentally confirmed data have become available.
Our results suggest that the prioritized domains have a significant role in immune function. For in silico evaluation of our analyzed results, we screened a few selected high frequency mutation entries for thorough description of PID gene-specific functional domain annotation as mentioned below:
Lectin_C domain in C-type lectin domain family 7, member A (CLEC7A) is mainly responsible for recognizing pathogens and immune regulation [26] . Serine proteases including trypsin domain is particularly involved in innate immune response [27] . Also, ELANE gene encodes Elastase 2, neutrophil protein containing trypsin domain interacts with LPA having reported mutation frequency of 93.65% (as per the data shown in the supplementary file -'PID_Gene_Domain_Analysis' sheet) that causes characteristic neutropenia in the diagnosed patients. The collagen domain in human Surfactant protein A plays a major role in innate immune defense mechanism [28] . These studies clearly illustrated the potential role of prioritized domains (Table II) in human immune system. The list of domains highlighted in bold letters (in Table II ) are having at least one of the defined UniProt sequence feature description viz., phosphorylation site, sites of disulfide bond, active site, binding site and other regions of interest. Thus, these annotated sequence features serve as added evidences for its functional importance.
Earlier our collaborative lab published a mutation evaluation tool [29] using SIFT program [30] . It is a webbased integrated bioinformatics tool to identify and analyze novel and known human gene mutations causing genetic diseases. This study clearly demonstrates a new dimension towards identification and description of PID causing mutations in its functional domains in human disease pathogenesis.
In a similar way, our integrated approach should provide necessary insight into functionally defined domains based on the frequency of observed mutations. Such mutation based domain analysis in the PID genes should help further to demonstrate genotype-phenotype correlation wherever functional studies are not available in the published literature. Although, there are many factors involved in deducing the effect of a particular mutation, we consider the conserved functional domain as our primary aspect in analyzing the mutation data. Based on this collective domain interaction data, it has been observed that about 56% (in average) of total mutations are found in the interacting domains of PID genes. However, for individual PID gene, the frequency of mutations in interacting domains varies from 2.17% to 100%. The obtained data clearly demonstrates that more functional annotation of domains in disease causing genes can be identified through such in silico analysis. To check this hypothesis, we used domain prediction using context (DPUC) [31] and DomFOLD [32] tools. These tools provide computationally predicted domains for given protein sequences. We found that there are more regions predicted as domains apart from known domains, for the given PID gene amino acid sequences having mutations other than known DDI region (data not shown). A note of caution is that successful implementation of such studies should require appropriate selection of predicted domain-domain interaction data along with other supporting evidences including functional annotation. Overall, these domain regions are considered to be functionally involved in protein interactions and have biological significance in any immune signaling pathways. PID causing through such genetic defects must involve a disruptive interaction in the functional pathway leading to expression of specific phenotypic traits. These observations clearly suggest us more integrated computational methods are to be implemented for in-depth analysis of protein domain prediction along with other available supportive experimental evidences that should provide global picture on the effect of functional domain mutations in the disease pathogenesis. Also, these domains should provide further clue for screening the PID candidate genes, as identified by our group using the Support Vector Machine (SVM) learning algorithm [33] , having similar mode of DDI pairs involved in a disease-specific pathway.
It is also apparent that disrupted interaction in a signaling pathway leads to a phenotype trait [34] [35] [36] . To delve further, we will incorporate and integrate these results in our ongoing project in the development and construction of PID specific immune signaling pathways.
We propose to extend the same approach in identifying the right set of data for domain-motifs and motif-motif interactions including orthologous species' data. This will certainly broaden our research scope for a set of characterized short motifs with its own generic definitions. It is now quite obvious that structural information is also critical and necessary for thorough understanding and dissecting out selected domain level interactions. Therefore, we intend to further study mutation-specific domain-domain interactions based on the collected structural interaction data as given in iPfam.
V. CONCLUSIONS
With successful implementation of our integrated approach, it would assist in deriving genotype-phenotype correlation thereby improving phenotype-based genetic analysis of PID genes. Moreover, this kind of mutation analysis should augment well with the understanding of domain specific interaction and its impact on the disease pathogenesis. Eventually, it should also facilitate clinicians in confirming early PID diagnosis and proper therapeutic interventions. 
